Trustees may re-evaluate service scholarship policy

The trustees of the Board of Trustees' scholarship committee want to re-evaluate the current service scholarship policy, which claims that students must contribute a certain amount of time to activities in their service scholarship.

Comptroller Charles Stimson noted that the current policy is unfair to students who are involved in non-service activities.

"Students who are involved in non-service activities should not be penalized," Stimson said. "We need to re-evaluate the current policy and make it more fair to all students."
Busch brewery guided tour; just one hop from Suffolk

Student Government Association

RATHSKELLAR
Featuring
OUTLAN'ZEEKS BAND
(Presented by Silver Stallion Productions)

Beer & Wine
ONLY 50c
in CAFETERIA
COME TO THE RAT!

THE SEARCH FOR DRACULA

The history of Dracula has been extensively researched by Professor Radu Florescu of Boston College who has co-authored "In Search of Dracula." Dr. Florescu will be appearing at Suffolk University to break the mystery of the Dracula myth.

Beer & Wine
ONLY 50c
in CAFETERIA
COME TO THE RAT!

Mt. Vernon water pipe break floods four-block section of Hill

Vernon water pipe break

 Mount Vernon water pipe break flooded four-block section of Hill. No specific cause could be given for the break. The damage to the water pipe and the surrounding Hill was

Student Government Association

SGA FILM COMMITTEE
COMING ATTRACTIONS

THE STING

Thursday, October 26 at 1:00 p.m.
Auditorium — Free

TODAY
See
Dustin Hoffman and Katherine Ross
in THE GRADUATE
1:00 p.m. Auditorium
Service scholarships may be reviewed

continued from page 1

Further, note that the authors are required to:

- Attend all meetings
- Participate in committee work
- Submit all required reports on time
- Fulfill any other obligations as determined by the chairman

Failure to meet these requirements may result in the loss of eligibility for future grants.

Please contact the Finance Committee for more information.

---

**Up Temple Street**

**CLUBS/ORGANIZATIONS**

**Thurs., Oct. 19 11:00-2:30**

**F319 A B C**
SIA - Campus Expansion Committee

**F320**
Dance Ensemble

**F325A**
New Electorate Speed Reading

**F325B**
President's Capital

**F325C**
Psychology Club

**F326**
History Society

**F326A**
Society for the Advancement of Management

**F330A**
Rugby Asociation

**F332A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**Tues., Oct. 24 10:00-2:30**

**F319**
Alumzonics

**F320**
Dance Ensemble

**F325A**
Check and Game Club

**F325B**
Society for the Advancement of Management

**F325C**
Women's Tackle and Speed Reading

**F326**
History Society

**F326A**
Society for the Advancement of Management

**F330A**
Rugby Association

**F332A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**Thurs., Oct. 26 11:00-2:30**

**F325A**
Chinese Speed Reading

**F326**
New Electorate Speed Reading

**F326A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**F326B**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**F326C**
History Society

**F326D**
Society for the Advancement of Management

**F330A**
Rugby Association

**F332A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

---

**EVENTS/ACTIVITIES**

**Thurs., Oct. 19**

**F319**
Society for the Advancement of Management

**F325A**
Chinese Speed Reading

**F325B**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**F325C**
History Society

**F330A**
Rugby Association

**F332A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**Tues., Oct. 24**

**F325A**
Chinese Speed Reading

**F325B**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

**F325C**
History Society

**F330A**
Rugby Association

**F332A**
Chinese Calligraphy Society

---

**Oct. 23 & 24**

10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

in the cafeteria

Rings available for undergraduate, law, and MBA students.
Student, resident coalition to fight garage parking rates

Student, resident coalition to fight garage parking rates

SAVE $1
SUFFOLK
TOTE BAGS
While They Last
Regularly — $9.50
With This Coupon — $8.50
ONLY IN THE BOOKSTORE
SUFFOLK
TOTE BAGS
While They Last
Regularly — $9.50
With This Coupon — $8.50
ONLY IN THE BOOKSTORE

How would Freud relate to O'Keefe?

2 days only!

Oct. 23 & 24
10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria

Rings available for undergraduate, law, and MBA students.
Spiro revived

A commendation

Cast off absurdities

Phew! Oh, by the way
Animal House author does not fit the script

The death of a star results in birth of a planet
Colburn ‘runs’ through the past

by Mark Mitchell

Mr. Colburn sat at a desk in the 2nd floor of the Belfer building. The sun shone through a window in front of him, illuminating the room with a warm light. He was dressed in a suit and tie, and his hair was neatly combed. He looked at the clock on the wall and nodded, as if in agreement with the time. He then began to talk about his experiences with the students.

Colburn, who has taught at the university for over 30 years, is known as a beloved professor by his students. He is a man of great wisdom and knowledge, and his lectures are always filled with interesting stories and anecdotes. He has a way of making complex ideas seem simple and understandable, and his讲课总是引人入胜。

Colburn’s office is located on the second floor of the Belfer building, and it is decorated with photos and memorabilia from his long career. He has been teaching at this university for over 30 years, and he has seen it all change and evolve over that time.

Colburn said that he had always been interested in history, and that it was something that he had always enjoyed. He had studied history in college, and he had continued to study it throughout his career. He said that he had always been fascinated by the past, and that it was something that he had always enjoyed.”
Scribes take two; Smoothies, Massacre also win

Women's tennis drops three

Athletic Dept. sponsors swim
Baseball fever brought Walsh to SU

by Frank James

Baseball fever swept over most of the United States, bringing with it a surge of interest in the sport. This excitement was particularly pronounced in the area surrounding the University of Southern Mississippi (USM), where local residents eagerly awaited the arrival of a new coach to lead their beloved baseball team. Among those eager to see change was John Walsh, who had been in charge of the team for the past four years. While he was a competent coach, the team's performance had been lackluster, and Walsh felt that it was time for a fresh approach.

Walsh was a seasoned baseball expert with many years of experience at the collegiate level. He had served as an assistant coach at several universities, including the University of Texas, and was known for his ability to develop young talent. When the position at USM became available, Walsh was one of the top candidates for the job. He was thrilled to have the opportunity to lead the team, and he was determined to make his mark.

Walsh's first order of business was to revitalize the team's morale. He knew that he needed to build a strong foundation of confidence and teamwork, and he set about doing just that. He brought in a new coaching staff, including several former USM baseball players, who were eager to give back to their alma mater.

Walsh also took a hard look at the team's roster, identifying areas where improvements were needed. He worked closely with his players, helping them to develop their skills and overcome any weaknesses. Under his guidance, the team began to show signs of improvement.

Walsh's skill as a coach was evident in the team's performance. They won several important games, and their morale soared. The fans began to notice a difference, and word of the team's improved performance spread quickly.

Walsh's leadership was not limited to the field. He was also a mentor to his players, offering them guidance and support both on and off the field. He was known for his dedication to his players, and he worked hard to ensure that they were happy and healthy.

Although Walsh's tenure at USM was short, his impact was significant. He brought new energy to the baseball program, and he helped to develop several young players who went on to have successful careers in baseball.

Walsh's legacy at USM will always be remembered with gratitude. He was a true leader, and his contributions to the team will not be forgotten. His spirit of dedication and commitment to his players will be an inspiration to future generations of USM baseball players.

---

Sports Commentary

'Hondo's' 17 raised to rafters

by Jack Gandt

HWONDO

'ondo' was a former student-athlete at USM and was known for his dedication to the sport. He was a star player on the team for four years and was beloved by his teammates and fans alike. After his graduation, he continued to follow the team's success and was a frequent attendee of games.

Hondo's dedication to the sport was evident in his actions. He was always in the stands, cheering on his team and offering words of encouragement to the players on the field. He was a source of inspiration to everyone around him, and his enthusiasm was infectious.

When Hondo's 17 was retired and raised to the rafters, it was a fitting tribute to his contributions to the team. The entire stadium was packed, and the event was filled with emotion and excitement. Hondo was present, and he was elated to see his number honored.

The team's performance was a fitting tribute to Hondo. They played a strong game, and their victory was a testament to his spirit of dedication and commitment. The fans were exuberant, and the stadium was alive with the sound of their cheers.

Hondo's legacy at USM will always be remembered with fondness. He was a true blue-chipper, and his contributions to the team will not be forgotten. His spirit of dedication and commitment to the sport will be an inspiration to future generations of USM baseball players.
A trip into the laser fantastic

Revolving door shakes Uriah Heep’s music

Dorwart runs into funding roadblock
Woody comes down from film's high perch

There are few, indeed, at home and abroad who are as much in demand today as Woody Allen. His comedies have become a staple of the film industry, and his presence on the screen has become an almost guaranteed box office draw.

Allen's latest film, "Hannah and Her Sisters," is a perfect example of his style. It's a film that is both funny and poignant, a film that explores the complexities of modern relationships and the often-difficult process of growing up.

Portrayal of the souls

In "Hannah and Her Sisters," Allen's portrayal of the souls of his characters is both nuanced and subtle. He captures the essence of each character in a way that is both compassionate and critical.

The film is a tour de force, and Allen's performance is one of the highlights. It's a film that is both entertaining and thought-provoking, a film that will undoubtedly be remembered for years to come.

Tuition Aid For Leaders

New England Marketing Company

Campus Representative Wanted

$75 per week

Tuition Aid For Leaders

Seeking students to develop business

Local Campus Areas Call:

396-2442
Last minute maintenance settlement reached

Security Officers

Immediate openings available for full or part-time Security Officers in Boston area. Uniforms and training provided. Holidays and vacations. Ideal jobs for students. Apply now to Boston Security, 531 Chestnut St., Lynn, or call 596-5000 between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Mountaineering "6.

LORE & LEGEND

Don't just reach for a beer. Head for the mountains!